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The new kind of employee experience
should feel personal, relevant, and responsive
to individual needs, showing that their
personal service consumption patterns are in
alignment with those of the organization.

Borderless
communication
Create a single unified communi-
cations experience across your 
business. A digital working envi-
ronment that encourages collab-
oration and trust. Make your em-
ployees feel heard by creating a 
unified center of all important 
service interactionsJourney first,

not just mobile first
Offer them services based on the understanding of 
the choice of devices your employees will use as 
they navigate through the workplace on any typical 
day. Time to prioritize device agnostic experiences

Connected experts
and seekers
Employees know employees best. Connect subject 
matter experts and functional spocs to share valuable 
and timely information as and when requested by 
your employees. Designate admin roles as moderator 
of company wide information sharing

One-tap &
on-demand
Meet a wide range of 
end user needs. Ordering 
a coffee or stationary? 
Seek travel support? 
Want to share feedback 
or request meeting room 
sanitisation. Offer 
one-click solutions for 
easy resolution

Anywhere,
anytime, anyone
Working from home or office? 
From Mumbai or New York? 
Speak Spanish or English? 
Morning or graveyard shift? A 
truly connected workplace 
experience platform should 
work seamlessly in every set-
ting by every user.

Data-driven
interactions
Optimise user experience 
by the use of data. Cap-
ture, manage and utilise 
usage and interaction in-
formation for intelligent 
and evolved decision 
making around employee 
benefits and productivity. 
Extract, map and use rele-
vant data to user con-
sumption patterns and 
identify any loopholes in 
overall user journeys and 
experiences across myriad 
process at your premises.

Enterprise Ready
Deploy a highly resilient, scal-
able and secure platform built 
using the latest tech-stack, 
hosted on trusted data centers 
with multiple data residency 
options. 

Simplicity in
Complexity
Every organization is unique, so are their digital trans-
formation plans. Opt for an agile platform with capa-
bilities to offer expandable service modules powering 
administrators to make timely changes and upgrades 
with ease.

Centripetal Ecosystem
The ‘workplace’ and the ‘connecting plat-
form’ should assume a common identity. 
That means, the chosen workplace experi-
ence platform should be integrable with 
third party vendor portals previously servic-
ing the workplace and the new ones for 
seamless employee adoption
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Talk to our
workplace experience
specialists.
hello@getveris.com 
www.getveris.com

At veris, we build workplaces of the future, making them responsive & intuitive by design, enhancing well-being, 
experience and safety of the users.Combining rich experience & expertise in the intelligent workplaces domain, we 

provide an AI powered platform, helping you to offer a host of intelligent on-demand services to all stakeholders.
Ready to plan your ‘journey-first’ back-to-work strategy?


